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“I went to the woods because I wished to live deliberately, 
to front only the essential facts of life, and see if I could 
not learn what it had to teach, and not, when I came 
to die, discover that I had not lived.” So explains Henry 
David Th oreau in Walden, his classic refl ection on 
nature, simple living, and spiritual discovery. Th oreau’s 
yearnings to return to the woods may appear initially 
outlandish and bizarre in a Singaporean context. After 
all, we have no tranquil, temperate forests—like those 
around Th oreau’s beloved Walden Pond near Concord, 
Massachusetts in the United States—suitable for quiet 
residence and contemplation. Consider our sweltering 
tropical heat, the concrete jungle of our city: there are 
neither great lakes nor breathtaking (natural) waterfalls. 

Can Singapore then have its own literature 
that draws upon nature for spiritual meditations? 

Yes. 

It is our fi rm belief that writers in Singapore 
are fully capable of relating to diverse natural 
landscapes that prompt our appreciation, respect, 
and an experience of the sublime. Indeed, the sheer 
vibrancy of our oft-overlooked native habitats—
rainforests, mangroves, and roadside trees—alerts us 
to the fecundity of nature. Th e title of our anthology, 
From Walden to Woodlands, highlights this point: it 
is not merely Walden or other far-away locales but 
also our native terrains that have the potential to 
provoke admiration or even intimations of the sacred.

From the Editors Th e main objectives of our anthology are twofold. 
Firstly, we sought to remedy the lack of an anthology of 
poems inspired by the diversity of faiths in Singapore. 
Surprisingly, such a collection has never been published 
despite decades of interfaith activism and a thriving 
literary scene. Naturally we were careful to avoid 
promoting ‘religious poetry’ in any straightforward 
sense, or any kind of banal, proselytising verse. Instead, 
we aimed to create an anthology in which there would 
be both a sense of the uniqueness of each spiritual 
perspective, and recognition of the interconnectedness 
between common themes and motifs adopted. Secondly, 
our specifi c focus on the theme of nature stems from 
our support for biodiversity and conservation eff orts. 
In the face of encroaching urbanisation, writers are well 
placed to raise awareness about environmental issues, 
which often relate to deeper concerns in Singapore 
about vanished histories, memories, and ways of life.

Over the course of several months, we received 
more than a hundred and sixty entries by contributors 
from a wide range of backgrounds. Th is collection 
refl ects a refreshing blend of experience and youth, 
featuring established writers like Alfi an Sa’at and 
Wena Poon, as well as emerging voices in the literary 
scene. Such diversity translates to a broad spectrum of 
perspectives, expressed through distinctive forms, styles 
and even diff erent languages, mirroring the socio-
cultural heterogeneity of Singapore itself. Whether 
depicting the elusiveness of moonlight, the swelling 
of birdsong, or the intensity of a scorching sun, the 
writers represented here present an unfl inchingly 
honest portrayal of the landscapes that they inhabit. 
Th eir writings reveal extensive range and complexity 
as they lend expression to the nebulous territory 
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between dreams and reality, a space fraught with the 
tensions of attachment and alienation. Navigating 
this restless, shifting terrain, our writers explore the 
tenuous connections that weld memories with desires, 
even while many cope with the discomfort that 
results from change, displacement and estrangement.

We were also heartened that our contributors 
include migrant workers (winners of the 2014 Migrant 
Workers Poetry Competition). Migrant workers are 
often disadvantaged by social prejudice and economic 
struggle. Th eir inclusion constitutes our attempt 
to incorporate their alternative perspectives into a 
collective network of voices. By providing a platform 
for their literary talents, we affi  rm the fact that 
migrant workers—like all residents of Singapore—
are an inalienable part of the local landscape.

Th e year of publication—in 2015, the fi ftieth 
year of our independence—is also noteworthy. It 
marks the close of a chapter in the grand narrative of 
Singapore’s history, a point poignantly memorialised 
by the passing of Mr Lee Kuan Yew. Th e inclusion 
of Gilbert Koh’s ‘Garden City’ provides a timely 
affi  rmation of the man’s contributions to the nation’s 
horticultural landscape. Amidst SG50 celebrations, we 
seek to contribute a platform for younger readers in 
particular to begin exploring the world of Singaporean 
writing. Implicit in this aim is an impulse to dispel 
the misconception that Singaporean literature is 
too boring, baffl  ing, or forbiddingly mystifying. 
By off ering this anthology as a useful source text 
for students and teachers of literature, we hope to 
acquaint more readers with the imaginative richness, 
penetrating insights, and haunting beauty that can be 
found in Singaporean writings about faith and nature.

Th is anthology is the culmination of our 
eff orts to sow more seeds for the growth of interfaith 
activism, environmentalism, and the literary arts in 
Singapore. In a nation in which the self and society 
are indubitably linked, with ‘place’ functioning as a 
key nexus of identity but also poised on the edge of 
evolution or erasure, writers in Singapore wield the 
creative power to excite, enthrall, and encourage 
readers to cherish native landscapes. With aff ection 
and sensitivity, they embrace the ostensibly mundane 
and ordinary as numinous and transcendent. To close, 
here are the words of Aaron Maniam, according due 
respect, awe, and reverence for the sublime in nature:

 
Branches outspread, shining heavenward
And I learn again that all things
Have their language of praise.

Ow Yeong Wai Kit, Muzakkir Samat
2015
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At this time of day
 the earth questions itself.

 Th e earth with its whole covering,
 its branches laden
 with time and place

entwined in brittle bark
 and mesh, an ocean
of light upon sand-wash.

Wind mutters
 against the sway of sky,
 its delicate intervals.

A fall of bright makes
 its way to the ground,
 while the words

trickle inside,
fl ood me in its slow clasp
 and conviction.

 First light

 Aaron Lee

It is written that God created the world with light;
handpicked dewdrops and dotted them in night skies
so we could always fi nd our milky way.

It is written that we are all made
of stardust. Foreign light intertwining
into knitted mittens learning
to warm and comfort with
contours of bodies—clumsy forms contradicting
elegant beginnings—but scan our brains
and fi nd remnants of galaxy still pulsating within us.

We are not lost.
We are suspended motion.
We are fi refl ies waiting for the child to catch us.
Lure us gently into jars, watch
as we collide and spark.

Our connections are brief but electric
sears into bloodlines. At night,
our breaths in time with others.
Nomads in hearts and souls of travellers, just
molecules vibrating to beats of universe.

 Written
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It is written that we are born with constellations on skin
to fi nd light from brighter beings. Every freckle
refl ecting stars above us.

Because of you
Stardust, we possess enough to create entire galaxies within us.
Dirty your hands with carbon, rub existence into poems.
Trace fossils of skeletons to replicate an experience.

Every sweat and tear we draw
drops of water condensing into building blocks of life—
arks carrying us to safety till the day our meteors collide.
Leave shooting stars behind like fi reworks carrying wishes.
Floodlights on stage catching dust in motion.

You are fi re.
You are spark.
You are light,
Stardust, so write and set hearts afl ame.

 Charlene Shepherdson

Th e scent of rain on the ground

Th e tangle of soil with sustenance

Th e longing to fi nd forgotten roots

Th e light blanket that covers thirst

Th e promise of softly sung evenings

Th e laughter down familiar streets

Th e lovers holding hands as they run

Th e tremble of a rain-swept tongue

Th e streets deep diff used to shadow

Th e last light washing from the sky

 Marc Nair

Petrichor
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You sink
   ever so gently
      into the thick blackness
         splitting the edge 
            of yesternight
               calming the restless waters
                  which timidly climb 
                     the shoreline 
                        You descend
                           and all nurtured souls
                              immerse silently 
                                 into the night
                                    Another day has ended

 Th e mountains yawn
    the birds chirp         
       you have dutifully returned
          from your cyclical journey
             As you rise
                the waters smile
                   your warm rays caressing
                      the silken taff eta
                         of the earth’s waters
                             Your yellow light on them
                                teased by Sister Breeze
                                   as ripples pass on by
                                      A new day has begun

    Farheen Mukri

 Dear sun...

 Nurul Wahidah

     rain     dropes
                               extend to the sky

 down drops the rain into my 
   eyes   like porcelain pick up 

               tinkling
    water drop
        let’s
   move along the
           crevices drawn by
          steady tears rain
   drope
           yes

             etearnal biers
                                           unrestrained.

 Rain ropes


